Addendum

Request for Quotes FY12-0812 Courtroom Seating
Addendum No.: __1___ (herein referred to as “Addendum”)
This Addendum revises the above-described procurement, and is hereby incorporated and
made a part of the above-described procurement as if the Addendum had been included in
the original procurement documents.
The Addendum is as follows: Questions and Responses received 4:10 p.m. August 10,
2011. Statement
Question 1. I am working on the bid for 140 stack chairs for the Orangeburg County Courthouse
and had a quick question. In the bid it mentions that the chairs need to be ganged together but in
order for me to quote the appropriate number of ganging brackets I need to know how the chairs
will be set up in the room. If you have a drawing that shows how the room would be configured
that would be great; if not could give me the number of rows and how many aisles you need in
the room so that I’ll know how many ganging brackets to quote? Thanks so much and if you’d
rather me ride down there and take a look at the space I’ll be glad to do so tomorrow.
Response 1. Our current configuration ideas are to place 12 of the chairs for the jury area (two
rows of six), one chair for the witness stand and one chair for the court reporter. My best guess is
that the audience seating we would try to configure six rows of 10 chairs ganged on each side of
a center isle. This would leave us with six spare chairs. Attached is a floor plan for the entire
facility that may be helpful and you may note the Courtroom in the center of the drawing. Please
feel free to come on down as you may like to suggest a different configuration after viewing the
room and taking your own measurements.
Statement: Contact ewhalen@orangeburgcounty.org for copy of e-mail or fax floor plan.

Vendor shall acknowledge completed Addendum Acknowledgement with its
submission. Vendor may be disqualified from this procurement unless vendor
submits a completed Addendum Acknowledgement form referring to this
Addendum with vendor’s.

